


 

 

PRODUCT RECALL 
DISP-S105 APPROVED SIGNATURE:  

EFFECTIVE DATE:  REVISION: DEPT:  AUTHOR:  

ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS: DISP-S106, SAFE-F104, SAFE-F106 

RESPONSIBILITY: [Purchasing Coordinator], [Inventory Manager], [Shift Supervisor], AND [General Manager] 
 
PURPOSE 

 
To document procedures, which specify product recall definitions, responsibilities and actions to follow in order to initiate,                 
review, investigate, publicize, document and terminate any product recall actions for issues or adverse effects/events               
related to food safety, product tampering, mislabeling, adulteration, or other quality concerns. 
 
SCOPE & APPLICABILITY  

 
Should [dba Name] receive more than one adverse effect/event complaints regarding a specific cannabis product, the                
[General Manager] and [Inventory Manager] will proceed with Step 2 of these procedures. They will investigate internally,                 
halt sale of the product, and submit concerns to the Bureau of Cannabis Control (Bureau) until further sale of cannabis                    
product in question.  
 

● Recalled, or compromised, product will be immediately pulled from the [Active Inventory Storage Room] and the                
[Secure Sales Floor Inventory], and will be quarantined in the [Cannabis Waste and Recall Quarantine Area] in                 
the [Inventory Intake Room]. 

○ [Compromised Cannabis Product](s): Cannabis product(s) that have been damaged, deteriorated,          
recalled or deemed unsuitable for consumption  

○ [Inventory Intake Room]: A limited-access area where new products are inspected, indexed, barcoded if              
necessary; and where returned or recalled products are quarantined. 

○ [Cannabis Waste and Recall Quarantine Area]: Should [Cannabis Products] be removed from [Active             
Inventory] for investigation and possible recall and/or waste disposal, they shall be quarantined in this               
designated area [GUIDANCE: explain where the Quarantine area is located in your facility in regards to                
other areas of your facility: ex. located in the Inventory Intake Room].  
 

● If the Bureau declares a product recall or a manufacturer recalls a product carried by [dba Name], reporting                  
adverse effects or events, product recall procedures will be enacted at [dba Name], starting with Step 3 of these                   
procedures.  

○ The [Inventory Manager and Purchasing Coordinator] will work directly with the [Licensed Vendor] from              
which the recall was enacted to return all recalled cannabis product(s) under investigation. 

■ [Licensed Vendor]: Cannabis distributors, cultivators and manufacturers licensed to sell cannabis           
goods to licensed retailers, including: 

● Third-Party Distributors  
● Licensed Microbusinesses utilizing a distribution license  
● Licensed Manufacturers or Cultivators who also hold a distribution license  

○ Upon placing a purchase order, the [Purchasing Coordinator] will follow similar procedures to DISP-S117              
Returned Cannabis Products for returning recalled product(s) to the originating [Licensed Vendor]. 

 
RELEVANT REGULATIONS  

 
Bureau of Cannabis Control Order of Adoption:  
CCR § 5049. Track and Trace Reporting — SEE DISP-S104 
 
CCR § 5410. Customer Return of Cannabis Goods. 

a) For the purposes of this section, “customer return” means a customer’s return of cannabis goods that were                 
purchased from a licensed retailer, back to the licensed retailer the cannabis goods were purchased from.  

b) A licensed retailer may accept customer returns of cannabis goods that were previously sold to a customer.  
c) A licensed retailer shall not resell cannabis goods that have been returned.  
d) A licensed retailer shall treat any cannabis goods abandoned on the licensed retailer premises as a customer                 

return.  
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e) Defective manufactured cannabis products returned by customers to a licensed retailer may be destroyed              
pursuant to section 5054 of this division, or returned to the licensed distributor from whom the cannabis goods                  
were obtained in accordance with section 5053 of this division.  

 
CCR § 5037. Record Retention — SEE DISP-S102 
 
CCR § 40297. Recalls. (California Department of Public Health: Manufactured Cannabis Safety Branch) 
 
PROCEDURES 

 
1. DEFINITIONS 

 
1.1. A Class I Recall is a serious emergency recall situation involving product, which may have an immediate                 

or long term effect on the life or health of human consumers.  
FDA Class I: Dangerous or defective products that predictably could cause serious health problems or               
death. Examples include: food found to contain botulinum toxin, food with undeclared allergens, a label               
mix-up on a lifesaving drug, or a defective artificial heart valve. 

 
1.2. A Class II Recall is a priority situation involving product, which may be a potential hazard to human or                   

animal life or health.  
FDA Class II: Products that might cause a temporary health problem, or pose only a slight threat of a                   
serious nature. Example: a drug that is under-strength but that is not used to treat life-threatening                
situations. 
 

1.3. A Class III Recall is a situation involving a product, which does not pose a health threat, but which may                    
have serious or wide-spread consumer or public relations implications. 
FDA Class III: Products that are unlikely to cause any adverse health reaction, but that violate FDA                 
labeling or manufacturing laws. Examples include: a minor container defect and lack of English labeling in                
a retail food. 
 

1.4. An External Recall is the removal of product from the market in which distribution has been made                 
beyond the direct control of the company’s operations. 
 

1.5. A Withdrawal is a voluntary removal of product from the customer and/or consumer due to quality related                 
issues or concerns. 
 

1.6. Retention is the holding of a product from the market or from further processing or sale when there is                   
evidence of a quality or labeling deviation in the product. 

 
2. ADVERSE EFFECT COMPLAINTS 

 
2.1. Any adverse effect has the potential to lead to a product recall and all such complaints are to be                   

investigated and researched to the fullest extent. 
 

2.1.1. The results of such investigation are documented on SAFE-F104 Adverse Effect Investigation            
Form. 

 
2.2. If a potential adverse effect complaint is received, enter the information on SAFE-F104 Adverse Effect               

Investigation Form including: 
 

2.2.1. The name, phone number, address and other information of the customer making the complaint. 
2.2.2. The product item number and name. 
2.2.3. The product lot number or batch number from the invoice. 
2.2.4. The date the product was received. 
2.2.5. The customer’s statement of the problem. 
2.2.6. The date/time of the complaint. 
2.2.7. How the complaint was received (in person, by phone, by email, by text). 
2.2.8. The name and identification number of the [Product Specialist] who took the complaint. 
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2.3. Immediately submit the completed SAFE-F104 Adverse Effect Investigation Form to the leading [Shift             
Supervisor] or Management member who will determine next actions. 
 

2.4. If a product is returned to the [dba Name] Facility with an adverse effect complaint, the event must be                   
classified as a potential adverse event and reported to the leading [Shift Supervisor] or [Management]               
member.  
 

2.5. [dba Name] may accept returns of cannabis and cannabis products that can be verified were previously                
sold to a customer of the Retailer, pursuant to California Code of Regulations (CCR) § 5410:                
Customer Return of Cannabis Goods. 

 
2.5.1. All cannabis and cannabis products must be immediately quarantined. 
2.5.2. [dba Name] will not resell returned cannabis or cannabis products. 
2.5.3. [dba Name] will treat any cannabis or cannabis products abandoned on the premises as a               

customer return.  
2.5.4. [dba Name] will quarantine all returned cannabis and cannabis products according to DISP-S106             

Product Disposal, prior to being returned to the originating distributor.  
 

3. RECALL CLASSIFICATION, PRODUCT QUARANTINE AND NOTIFICATIONS 
 

3.1. The [General Manager] immediately stops all sales of the product in question, and requests the [Inventory                
Manager] move all affected products in question including returned products to a quarantined section in               
the [Inventory Storage Room] to ensure isolated security until a disposition decision is made. 

 
3.1.1. Pending transports of affected products are canceled and the recipients are offered an alternative              

product or refund. 
3.1.2. The [Inventory Manager] performs a physical inventory count, noting the exact amount of the              

affected product in the Retailer, and records the quarantined status of the product in the state                
track and trace system and [POS System]. 

 
3.2. The [Inventory Manager] must obtain the following required information in order to determine the 

type/classification of the adverse event:  
 
Name of the product and identification codes, including lot and/or batch numbers 
Total quantity of the product purchased 
Total quantity of the product still inventoried in [dba Name] 
Total quantity of the product sold  
Identification of all purchasers and copies of every sales receipt 

 
3.3. The [General Manager or Inventory Manager] will review all gathered and investigated information and 

determine whether a recall/withdrawal is warranted. There must be sufficient evidence of the need to               
recall/withdraw a product BEFORE any outside party is contacted. 

 
3.3.1. The recall/withdrawal decision must be made within twenty-four (24) hours of the notice of an               

adverse effect/event. 
 

3.4. Once a determination has been made by [Management] based on the classification level of the recall 
outlined in Section 1, the [Product Recall Team] is activated. The [Product Recall Team] is made up of the 
following roles: 
 
[Purchasing Coordinator]  
[Inventory Manager]  
[General Manager] 
[Shift Supervisor] 
 

3.5. The [Purchasing Coordinator] informs the Bureau of Cannabis Control in the Department of Consumer              
Affairs (Bureau) by phone, email and mailed letter of the situation, and works with the Bureau to                 
accurately identify the classification of the recall BEFORE initiating formal recall procedures.  
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INVENTORY INTAKE 
DISP-S113 APPROVED SIGNATURE:  

EFFECTIVE DATE:  REVISION: DEPT:  AUTHOR:  

ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS: DISP-F110, DISP-F111, DISP-S112 
RESPONSIBILITY: 

 
PURPOSE 

 
The following procedures have been implemented to ensure that all cannabis products sold to consumers at [dba name]                  
are safe; compliant with all State and local regulations; and suitable for consumer consumption, pursuant to CCR § 5406.                   
Licensed Retailers are required to ensure that all [New Cannabis Inventory Deliveries] are consistent with the following:  
 

● All cannabis goods comply with all applicable requirements and regulations instituted by the BCC (Bureau of                
Cannabis Control) and the CDPH (California Department of Public Health).  

● All cannabis goods must be ordered and delivered by a [Licensed Vendor] that is authorized to provide cannabis                  
distribution services. 

● Ensure that the cannabis goods have not exceeded their best-by, sell-by, or expiration date, if one is provided. 
● Ensure that all Cannabis Material and Manufactured Products are consistent with BCC and CDPH regulations               

product, packaging and labeling regulations including the Business and Professions Code section 26130 and              
California Code of Regulations, Title 3, Division 8; and Title 17, Division 1, Chapter 13. 

● The cannabis goods have undergone laboratory testing as required by the BCC. 
● The batch number and UID number is labeled on the package of cannabis goods and matches the batch number                   

on the corresponding certificate of analysis for regulatory compliance testing. 
 
SCOPE AND APPLICABILITY  

 
All [dba name] [New Cannabis Inventory] is procured through [Licensed Vendors] that hold a state-issued distribution                
license, including:  
 

● Third-Party Distributors  
● Licensed Microbusinesses who are authorized to engage in distribution services 
● Licensed Manufacturers who also hold a distribution license 

 
The [Purchasing Coordinator] is the only employee who will be authorized to purchase Cannabis Products from Licensed                 
Vendors. Cannabis Products are purchased by submitting standardized, electronically transmitted forms to Licensed             
Vendors, herein known as [Purchase Order](s). 
 
Upon receiving a delivery, an [Inventory Intake Inspection] will be conducted before the product may be officially                 
“accepted” and added to [Active Inventory]. The [Inventory Manager] is the only [dba name] Employee that is authorized                  
to conduct an [Inventory Intake Inspection], to determine if the cannabis goods are compliant with all state and local                   
regulations, and suitable for consumer consumption.  
 
The [Inventory Manager] will follow the accompanying checklist DISP-F110 Inventory Intake Checklist to ensure that all                
products are fully compliant. 
 
RELEVANT REGULATIONS [CUSTOMIZE TO STATE] 

 
Bureau of Cannabis Control Order of Adoption:  
 
CCR § 5406. Cannabis Goods for Sale — SEE DISP-S110 
CCR § 5423. Inventory Documentation — SEE DISP-S112 
CCR § 5314. Shipping Manifest 

a) Prior to transporting cannabis goods, a licensed distributor shall generate a shipping manifest through the track 
and trace system for the following activities:  

i) Testing and sampling;  
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ii) Sale of cannabis goods to a licensee;  
iii) Destruction or disposal of cannabis goods; and 
iv) Any other activity, as required pursuant to this division, or by any other licensing authority.  

b) The licensed distributor shall transmit the shipping manifest to the Bureau and the licensee that will receive the 
cannabis goods prior to transporting the cannabis goods.  

c) The licensed distributor shall ensure and verify that the cannabis goods being taken into possession for transport 
at the originating licensed premises are as described and accurately reflected in the shipping manifest. For 
purposes of this section, the licensed distributor may verify that the cannabis goods are accurately reflected in the 
shipping manifest by confirming that the number of boxes of cannabis goods, type of cannabis goods, weight 
and/or units of cannabis goods matches the label on the boxes containing the cannabis goods.  

i) The licensed distributor shall not take into possession or transport 
A) Any cannabis goods that are not on the shipping manifest; or  
B) Any cannabis goods that are less than or greater than the amount reflected on the shipping 

manifest. 
ii) The licensed distributor is responsible for any discrepancies between the shipping manifest and the 

cannabis goods in its possession during transport, and subject to any enforcement or disciplinary action 
related to such discrepancy. 

iii) A licensed distributor shall not void or change a shipping manifest after departing from the originating 
licensed premises.  

d) A shipping manifest shall accompany every transport of cannabis goods.  
e) Notwithstanding subsection (a) of this section, if a transporting licensed distributor has not obtained access to the 

track and trace system, the licensed distributor shall complete the shipping manifest outside of the track and trace 
system and transmit it to the Bureau and the licensee receiving the shipment by electronic mail.  

f) If the transporting licensed distributor has access to the track and trace system and the licensee receiving the 
shipment has not obtained access to the track and trace system, the licensed distributor shall complete the 
shipping manifest in the track and trace system and transmit it to the Bureau. However, the licensed distributor 
shall send a copy to the licensee receiving the shipment by electronic mail.  

 
CCR § 5303, Packaging Labeling and Rolling 

a) A licensed distributor may package, re-package, label, and re-label cannabis, including pre- rolls, for retail sale. 
All packages of cannabis, including pre-rolls, shall comply with the following:  
 
2) Beginning January 1, 2020, all packages shall meet the requirements of subsection (a)(1) of this section and 
shall also meet the following requirements: 

A) The package shall be child-resistant until the package is first opened. For purposes of this 
division, the following packages are considered child-resistant:  
i) Any package that has been certified as child-resistant under the requirements of the Poison 
Prevention Packaging Act of 1970 Regulations (16 C.F.R. §1700.15(b)(1)) (Rev. July 1995), 
which is hereby incorporated by reference.  
ii) Plastic packaging that is at least 4 mils thick and heat-sealed without an easy-open tab, dimple, 
corner, or flap.  

B) The package shall be labeled with the statement “This package is not child-resistant after 
opening.” 

3) Notwithstanding subsections (a)(1)-(a)(2) of this section, immature plants and seeds shall not be required to be 
packaged in child-resistant, tamper-evident, and resealable packaging.  

 
b) A licensed distributor shall not process cannabis, but may roll pre-rolls that consist exclusively of any combination 

of flower, shake, leaf, or kief. Pre-rolls shall be rolled prior to regulatory compliance testing.  
c) Licensed distributors may label and re-label a package containing manufactured cannabis goods with the amount 

of cannabinoids and terpenoids based on regulatory compliance testing results.  
 
PROCEDURES 

 
1. SCHEDULING AND CONFIRMING NEW CANNABIS INVENTORY DELIVERIES 

 
1.1. Scheduling Portal: Deliveries of cannabis and cannabis products are received only by pre-arrangement             

with a licensed distributor between the hours of [X:00 AM - X:00 PM], [Tuesday-Sunday].  
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1.1.1. All Licensed Vendor deliveries must be scheduled at least 24-hours in advance via [dba name]               
[Vendor Delivery Schedule portal: www.WEBSITE.com OR Vendor Ordering Hotline:         
(XXX)-XXX-XXXX] 

 
1.2. Advance Invoice, Shipping Manifest and COA : Upon finalizing the [Vendor Delivery Window] for [New               

Cannabis Inventory Deliveries], all [Licensed Vendors] are required to electronically transmit the following             
items to the [dba name] [Vendor Communications Address] : [www.WEBSITE.com], 24 hours prior to              
delivery:  

 
1.2.1. Shipping Manifest : The state-issued shipping manifest, generated by the [Licensed Vendor],            

that will accompany the delivery.  
 

1.2.1.1. If the [Licensed Vendor] has access to the Track and Trace System, the Shipping 
Manifest will be generated from the Track and Trace System.  

1.2.1.2. If the [Licensed Vendor] does not have access to the Track and Trace System, the 
following information must be included in the Shipping Manifest: 

1.2.1.2.1. A description of the products, including the name and type of cannabis goods, 
amount of cannabis goods by weight or count, and unique identifier of each 
product to be delivered 

1.2.1.2.2. Wholesale cost of the cannabis goods shipment 
1.2.1.2.3. The name, license number, and licensed premises address of the permitted 

distribution facility 
1.2.1.2.4. [dba name] name, license number, and licensed premises address  
1.2.1.2.5. The [Licensed Vendor Transportation Agent’s] driver’s license number and 

employee badge number 
1.2.1.2.6. The date and time of the transaction 
1.2.1.2.7. The make and model of the transport vehicle and the vehicle’s license plate 

number 
 

1.2.2. COA : Certificate of Analysis from a licensed testing laboratory that certifies the compliance of 
each cannabis product batch 
 

1.2.3. Purchase Invoice : Invoice summarizing the [Purchase Order](s) that includes the following:  
 

1.1.1.1. The vendor name and 
address 

1.1.1.2. Bill-To Name and 
Address: [ENTITY 
NAME],  [ENTITY 
TYPE]  

1.1.1.3. Ship-To Name and 
Address  

1.1.1.4. PO Number  
1.1.1.5. Description of each 

item/service  
1.1.1.6. Quantity of each 

item/service  
1.1.1.7. Unit price of each 

item/service  

1.1.1.8. Extended price of each 
item/service  

1.1.1.9. Pre-tax total  
1.1.1.10. Taxes (separated by 

type of tax such as 
sales, excise, etc.)  

1.1.1.11. Total Due  
1.1.1.12. Due Date 
1.1.1.13. Number of cases  
1.1.1.14. Tracking numbers  
1.1.1.15. Distributor License 

Name and Number 
1.1.1.16. Any other pertinent 

information 

 
1.3. Shipment Adjustment Communication : All [Licensed Vendors] are required to provide written 

communication for any changes that might affect [Purchase Orders] and the subsequent shipment. The 
following information requires written communication change: 

 
1.3.1. Order Quantity, Strains, Colors, and Back Stocked Items  
1.3.2. Delays in Shipment or Delivery  
1.3.3. Lead Times 
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1.4. If the [New Cannabis Inventory Delivery] is delayed, contact [Licensed Vendors] no later than two (2) 
hours prior to the delivery window to reschedule. [If rescheduling cannot be accommodated, delivery will 
be Rejected.] 

 
2. RECEIVING NEW CANNABIS INVENTORY DELIVERIES 

 
2.1. [Number of minutes written out (#)] minutes prior to the scheduled delivery time, a [Security Officer] will 

inspect the [Vendor Entrance] to ensure the area is secure. 
 

2.2. Upon arriving at the [dba name] Facility for the scheduled New Cannabis Inventory Delivery, the [Vendor 
Transportation Agent] will first check in with the [dba name] [Receptionist] located within the [Reception 
Area]  
 

2.3. The [dba name] [Receptionist] will then direct the [Vendor Transportation Agent] to the [Visitor 
Registration Log], where the [Vendor Transportation Agent] will check in for the scheduled appointment, 
enter his or her information and receive a visitor badge 
 

2.4. The [Visitor Check-In System/Receptionist] alerts the [Inventory Manager] of the [Vendor Transportation 
Agent’s] arrival. 
 

2.5. When he or she is ready to intake the New Cannabis Inventory Delivery, the [Inventory Manager] will 
direct the [Vendor Transportation Agent] to the [Vendor Entrance] to unload and inspect the shipment 

 
2.5.1. It is mandatory that all deliveries are only accepted through the [Vendor Entrance], which has a 

limited-access leading directly to the [Inventory Intake Room]. 
2.5.2. [Keep the following if applicable: Under no circumstance should New Cannabis Inventory 

Deliveries be made through an entrance or exit that is available for use by the public]. 
 

2.6. The [Inventory Manager] and [Inventory Control Clerk] (if necessary) will be escorted to the [Vendor 
Entrance] by a [Security Officer], who will remain with the [Inventory Manager] throughout the [Inventory 
Intake Process].  

 
3. INVENTORY INTAKE INSPECTION: Before a New Cannabis Inventory Delivery can be accepted into [Active 

Inventory], the [Inventory Manager] must conduct the following procedures to ensure that the New Cannabis 
Inventory is fully compliant and safe for customer consumption.  

 
3.1. [Inventory Manager] will first print a blank copy of the DISP-F110 Inventory Intake Checklist prior to 

meeting the [Vendor Transportation Agent] at the [Vendor Entrance]. He or she will be responsible for 
recording and physically checking off all requirements on the checklist.  
 

3.2. Vehicle, COA and Shipment Inspection: 
 

3.2.1. The [Inventory Manager] will first inspect the [Licensed Vendor’s] vehicle for correspondence with 
the transport manifest, and all applicable transportation regulations including:  

 
3.2.1.1. The vehicle’s license plate number 
3.2.1.2. The Vendor Transportation Agent’s Driver’s License to verify that the Vendor 

Transportation Agent is at lear 21-years-old 
3.2.1.3. BCC-required Licensed Vendor-Issued Identification Badge  

 
3.2.2. Once the [Vendor Transportation Agent’s] identity has been verified, the [Inventory Manager] and 

[Security Officer] will escort the [Vendor Transportation Agent] through the [Vendor Entrance] to 
the limited-access [Inventory Intake Room]. 

 
3.2.3. Before opening the shipping boxes, [Inventory Manager] will verify that the COA (Certificate of 

Analysis) is from a licensed testing laboratory and is overall “passing”  
 

3.3. Order Verification:  
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Together we can shape the 
cannabis industry for the greater 

good. Shoot us an email or give us 
a call to start collaborating.

POINTSEVENGROUP.COM
TEMPLATES@POINTSEVENGROUP.COM

(844) POINT7G 
(844-764-6874)


